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Valley of Shadow: A Game Design Document 

Intro 
Welcome! This document is meant to give you the best possible idea about what to expect from 
our larp, Valley of Shadows. It contains both practical information about how the weekend will 
be organized and what we will give you, and a description of the game design, stories and 
mechanisms in the game. 
So let’s go. And if you want, click on some links along the way and have a soundtrack with your 
reading.  
#RainInTheValley  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DfTYH5G3hm4  

Game Design 
Valley is a Czech larp experimenting with modes of expression and communication in larp, 
using blues dance as a communication platform. Below, you can find more about our vision. 

Story/Setting 
Valley of Shadow is set in a noir-style prison. It explores topics such as hopelessness, the circle 
of violence, powerlessness - but also love, forgiveness, and mercy. The players will play 
somewhat unsuccessful mobsters, all members of one Mafia Family. All the characters ended 
up in a hopeless situation without escape. This is partly their own fault, and partly caused by 
external circumstances - everybody bears their share of the blame, but that share is never full. 
Every character also has their greatest enemy - another character who also ended up in the 
same prison. Together, they will walk a thorny path full of blame, violence, guilt… and at the end 
perhaps also some forgiveness? 
At night, the prison grows quiet and the characters go back into their cells, to dream of a better 
life. A life where they avoided their greatest mistake and chose love instead of hate. Every 
prison scene will be followed by its mirror reflection; a dream scene in the rhythm of blues. The 
dream scenes will tell a lighter story about golden kids in the Jazz Age and romance, turning 
enemies into lovers. 
The game will not be clearly split into gloomy and cheerful scenes, however. The real story and 
the dream story both have a dramatic arc which gives space for both hope and conflict. 
However, the general mood of the prison game will be strongly melancholic and hopeless, while 
the dream scenes will always retain some energy and carelessness. The game is built on the 
contrast between the characters’ dreary reality and the glamour of their dreams. 
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Game mechanics 
#BuiltForComfort 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTCahksxHfE  

Two stories 
The game will be composed of two stories. The first one is the real story of the characters, 
consisting of key moments in their lives. This story is set in prison, played dramatically (“the way 
we normally play larps”, walking and talking) and its main theme is hopelessness. These scenes 
will always be followed by their mirror reflection - the dance scenes which tell the dream story - 
a story of hope and joy. These two stories will not be connected by content; the characters in 
the dream are not rationally aware of the prison, and vice versa. However, they will be 
connected by emotion - the emotions the characters feel in their daily lives will inform the mood 
of their dreams. These two stories and the scenes they’re composed of will highlight the 
contrast between reality and what could have been. 
The stories are also not linear and fully chronological; they do not show the characters’ whole 
lives. Both of them are composed of scenes that show the key points from each dramatic arc, 
but not the time that passed between them. 

Collaborative creation 
The whole game will be co-created by the players to a great extent. The organizers will provide 
very basic character drafts, serving mostly to set some archetypes and moods. The overarching 
structure of the game will also be set by the organizers - the scenes, their order and their basic 
setting and mood. A large part of the game weekend will be composed of workshops. In the 
co-creative workshops, the players will get to flesh out their characters and give them content 
for the game itself. The alteregos will always participate in the co-creation together. As players, 
you will have full control over your content. 

Script and transparency 
The game will have a clear, pre-scripted overarching structure of both the stories. There will be 
a script of key scenes that the players will go through - for example: “Lineup, a prison scene. A 
short scene, in which the characters get a harsh introduction to life in prison. The main feeling of 
the scene is shock and powerlessness.” 
These scenes will form the overall dramatic arch and all the characters will go through all the 
scenes. None of the pre-scripted aspects of the scenes are changeable - it’s not possible to 
organize a prison riot and escape the prison halfway through. However, the players have full 
control over how they go through this script, what they do and how the overall story and 
emotional charge of the scenes works and plays out for their character. All of this content will be 
created by the players in the guided co-creative workshops. 
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All this means the game is transparent. You will know how your characters end and the rough 
outline of their path to this end from the very beginning. There won’t be any sudden plottwists 
and your closest co-players won’t have any secrets you as a player don’t know about. What you 
will get instead is full power over how your path through the Valley looks and what you do on it. 

Alter egos 
Every character in the game is played by two players. These two players sign up together as a 
couple and one of them needs to be a follower and one needs to be a leader. Within the game, 
they share the same name, the same past and the same personality. They are best buddies, 
two halves of one whole, or the nagging voice in each other’s heads. They are an intentionally 
fluid and dream-like design aspect, which highlights the way Noir distorts reality.  
In the game, the alter egos are not connected at the hip. They can play separately and since 
every other character is also doubled up, each alter ego can have a different primary set of 
co-players. They have the same basic personality and share the same fate; their relationships, 
background and story are the same and they create them together. However, they can vary in 
the way they express the nuances of their personalities and in the way they act.  
Within the workshops, we will practice how the alter-egos interact together and with the world 
around them. 
The alter egos are one of the cornerstones of our game design and coming to the game with an 
alter ego you’re happy with is a prerequisite for success. However, please note that when you’re 
looking for your other half before the game, you’re not looking for a dance partner. Your 
alterego should be someone you’re very comfortable playing and co-creating with; that is much 
more important. You will not be dancing together most of the time in the workshops and in the 
game the extent of your dancing will be up to you. You will however not have any way to avoid 
co-creating and playing with your alterego and it needs to be fun. So bring your BFF or 
someone you just really like spending time with, rather than an amazing dancer you just met. 
You’ll find many amazing dancers during the game and be free to dance with them, but you’ll 
only have one other half and you need to get along. 

Anchor couples 
All the characters are designed in what we call anchor couples (and the mechanic above means 
that every anchor couple will be played by four players). Within the prison story, these two 
characters hate each other; they are one another’s nemesis. In the dream story, they are each 
other’s one true love.  
During the first day and a half of workshops, the players will form groups of four and pick their 
anchor couple together. Every group of four will contain two leaders and two followers. Within 
the prison, the leaders will mainly focus on one another as their primary nemesis, as will the 
followers - so the leader will mostly hate their anchor couple’s leader and the follower will mostly 
hate the follower. Within the dreamscape, this will turn around and the follower from one couple 
will be in love with the leader from the other couple and vice versa. We will have quite a lot of 
practice for the quadruple play in the workshops. 
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Character selection 
The players sign up together in couples - alter egos, which will be together throughout the game 
and the weekend. Their closest relationship in the game will be with another couple - their 
anchor couple. You will in no way play together exclusively, but you will share an important part 
of the game together. You can come to the game with a clear idea who you want to play this 
with and the signup form will have a bit where you can say that you’ll only attend if another 
couple gets in. However, we encourage you to come to the game without a set choice of your 
anchor couple and find one during the game. This will largely be up to you - we will lead you 
through the workshops and your job will be to get to know one another and find another couple 
to play with before the character selection on Friday (although we can help you if you get stuck). 
There will be an icebreaker on Thursday to give you an opportunity to talk to people about what 
they’d like to play and how. 
Before the game, we will therefore send you the character archetypes and some other 
documents and ask you to read them and think about several choices you would like to play, so 
you have some idea when you’re coming to the game. But don’t worry - the characters 
archetypes are extremely short (three or four paragraphs each) and you will also have the 
power to change almost anything about them if you want to.  
All characters are firmly tied within anchor couples and designed as such. You will therefore be 
picking your characters together in your group of four. Since the characters are only skeletons 
to be fleshed out by the players, it’s not a problem if some of the archetypes are doubled up and 
others aren’t present at all, so the character selection is a rather low-key process. 

Character gender 
All the characters in the game are gender neutral. The game is also strongly focused on 
romance. Romance, however, will be played in anchor couples and as we mentioned above, 
forming those will be up to you, so you will control who you play it with. Your character’s gender 
and sexuality is therefore also entirely up to you. 
You will definitely dance with people of all genders in the workshops and you need to be ok with 
that.  
Our characters are noir archetypes, which means that they will sometimes have content that is 
stereotypically connected to a specific gender - for example sex workers, priests or hired 
muscle. In our setting, they are not tied to a specific gender at all. We want to give everyone a 
chance to explore these archetypes and subverting traditional tropes while doing that is a 
bonus. 
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Blues 
#IAmTheBlues 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ty-IVCkTxks  

What is blues dance 
Blues is a grounded, relaxed, rhythmical dance, danced traditionally to classical African 
American blues music. The main focus on blues is not on memorizing complicated steps and 
figures; instead, blues is about contact, listening to one's partner, improvisation, musicality, and 
rhythm.  
It is very easy to learn the basics of blues, although of course, becoming really good in blues is 
as hard as becoming good in anything. Within this weekend, we will give you the foundations of 
blues dance as well as some fun stuff to play with, but we will definitely not teach you all of 
blues in its complexity. We do hope some of you may leave us inspired to delve deeper into the 
blues waters though. 
You can dance blues in any age and it's not very physically demanding. One of its main 
principles is that the leader and follower are equal partners, who both have agency and can 
contribute to the communication.  
Blues is also a very social dance - it's common to switch partners a lot or even switch dance 
roles within one dance. Anybody can dance with anybody else, regardless of gender, dance role 
or dance ability. 
 

The origins of blues 
Blues vernacular dance is a blend of Central African dance, West African dance and European 
dance mixed together in a specific American environment. It is strongly related with the 
experience of the black people who were forcibly brought to America in a way that broke their 
connection to their ancestors and original traditions. In a new environment, oppressed by 
another culture, they created an original culture as slaves. After the abolition of slavery, the 
experience of oppression remained, but people had the opportunity to travel - and with them, 
blues did as well. As the culture grew it became more popular and blues and other African 
American vernacular dances became known even outside of black communities. Later, blues 
became more widespread and incorporated some elements of European partnered dances into 
itself.  
In the present, blues dance is known and danced internationally. Its past is, however, still deeply 
embodied in it. Blues dancing started in diverse communities and environments, often 
connected only by the music, which gives the current blues dancing an immense variety and 
space for improvisation. It also started as a solo dance, only developing a concept of leading 
and following later on, and the emphasis on personal expression and equality in the connection 
is still a defining element of the blues. 
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Our game will not reflect the African American experience, although it does also work with the 
concepts of oppression and underprivileged individuals. However, we want to respect, 
appreciate, and honour the origin of blues and the values that come from it.  

Blues in the game and the workshops 
Part of the game's content will be expressed using Blues Vernacular Dance. However, we do 
not expect our players to come to the game knowing blues dancing at all - quite on the contrary; 
we will have several workshops where we will teach you a form of blues that will allow you to 
play our game, from scratch. 
In the game, we will teach you traditional American Blues, and then also show you how blues 
can fuse with other dances and styles. Some workshops and parts of the game will then also 
use fusion music and dance. 
During the workshops, we will learn dance both solo and in couples. When dancing in couples, 
we will keep rotating partners during the lesson. There will be around six hours of workshops, 
teaching you both the foundations and technique and how to play with it - express emotions, 
communicate and tell stories through movement. If you’re very keen, we also have two optional 
morning workshops, focused on blues aesthetics and character and on improvisation and 
musicality. 

Roles in Blues 
We will be teaching you blues in couples. These couples will generally be composed of a leader 
and a follower and you will also be signing up as either leaders or followers. There will be a lot 
of points during the weekend where you’ll be able to switch these roles or step out of them, but 
you will need to decide which one you prefer more before the game. We would therefore like to 
tell you something about them: 

● Leaders: Initiate a majority of the larger moves, especially the movement in space - 
meaning reasonable spatial orientation comes in handy, as does the ability to be aware 
of your environment. Within blues, lead impulses are very light; suggestions rather than 
orders. This means the leader has quite a lot of space for their own movement and 
dance expression, and it is also perfectly all right and desirable to get inspired from the 
follower. 

● Followers: Their dance is often inspired by impulses they get from the leader. Most of 
the time they don’t quite know what they’ll be doing next, meaning they need the ability 
to give up some control and work on immediate impulses. Fast reactions can be a good 
thing. However, the follower is also most importantly an independent dancer; they do not 
passively wait for the leader’s impulse, but dance and create on their own.  
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Blues Taster 
We would recommend you to watch some videos of how blues can look. Of course all these 
people are experienced dancers, but we think the videos reflect some of the variety of blues 
quite well: 
https://youtu.be/p0W42HWIcCg  
https://youtu.be/ArFLi067Vkc  
If you want to try a little bit of blues at home, just to make sure it’s not impossible, try listening to 
one of the songs below. Stand up, relax, close your eyes and listen to it. Try to find its very 
basic rhythm and tap it onto your body. Try if you can bend your knees in this rhythm. If you can 
do that, try to change your weight in that same rhythm, just with your feet under your body - 
move from one foot to another in a relaxed way. If you can do that, great! You just tried a very 
basic blues step. If you can’t, don’t worry. We promise we can teach you.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Pj9AucSc9Y 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ryDUQhyrQ8 
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Practical 
#GritSweatAndLove 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCD8axpTmxA  

 
Where 
Hotel fantazie in Chotěboř, a small town in south-eastern Bohemia, about 90 minutes from 
Prague. Nicely accessible by car, but we will also organize a bus from Prague for anybody 
who needs it (for an extra fee, to be determined depending on how many people take the 
bus). 

What 
The accommodation comes in two price tiers - these only influence the room comfort, not 
anything else in the game. 
The basic package means you will get accommodation in a four-person room, bedding included 
(imagine a youth hostel level of comfort), with communal facilities outside of the rooms 
(showers, toilets and such). Some of the beds may be bunk beds. The package includes full 
catering, plus of course the workshops and game. The price is 110 E. 
The de luxe package includes accommodation in a two-person room (with an option for adding 
a third bed), with an en-suite bathroom. Imagine an ok hostel style comfort - it's not a luxury 
hotel. Plus naturally all the stuff in the basic package - bedding, full catering, workshops and 
game. It would be ideal to book these rooms in pairs. The price of this package is 140 E. The 
number of the de luxe rooms is limited. 
In general, please expect the comfort level is close to a hostel than a full-blown hotel. We find 
the place very comfortable and pleasant, but it isn’t luxurious. In general, the hotel is bigger than 
what we can book, so we can expect to share it with another group, but we will have exclusive 
use of the ballroom. 
 
We get full catering from the hotel, starting with Thursday dinner (optional, if you can come on 
time) and ending with Sunday breakfast. They make both food with meat and vegetarian food 
and can deal with most health-related diets (please state those clearly in the signup form). 
Sadly, we cannot really deal with more complicated dietary preferences. 
 
It is also technically possible to take small children along, since an extra bed can be added to 
the de luxe room. This would mean one parent coming to play and the other parent babysitting 
(and paying the price of food and accommodation), or both parents playing and having a full 
time babysitter on the extra bed (only recommended if you know this is ok for your kid!). If you 
are interested in this, please say so in the signup and ideally also let us know by email. The 
area is quite nice, and so the babysitter would have opportunities for walks and daytime 
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exploring. However, if you’re considering this, please be very aware that the weekend is 
extremely busy and requires all players to be present in the workshops the whole time, unless 
there’s an emergency. If you come to play, you will not have much time at all to spend with your 
child and you will need to get enough sleep at night.  
There will be a bar at the venue, selling snacks and soft drinks, as well as alcohol during the two 
parties. It will be possible to have a tab there and only pay it at the very end. It is possible to pay 
by card. 

Signup 
The dates and the link to the signup form are on the website. This document contains detailed 
information about the signup process. 
There are 36 places for the game - 18 leaders and 18 followers. You will sign up in couples, 
which will then serve as your Alter Ego couples (see Game Mechanics). The couples are 
extremely important for the game: the practical aspect is that they need to be composed of one 
leader and one follower (regardless of gender). In the game, you will play and dance with one 
another quite a bit (but absolutely not exclusively; the extent of your interaction will be up to 
you). You will not really dance with your partner more in the dance workshops, as we'll be 
rotating partners, but you will be spending a LOT of time together in the co-creative workshops, 
getting your character and story together. It is therefore much more important to find someone 
you really get along with than someone you think is an awesome dancer. Your couple will 
influence your game experience a lot and we rely on you to pick someone you will definitely be 
happy spending a lot of time with - a good friend, your partner, or simply someone you really get 
along with great. Just finding someone at random is really not recommended for this game. 
If you’re signing up with your real-life partner, just please be mindful that you’ll always be 
playing romance with somebody else in the game. Your partner in the couple won’t be your 
in-game partner, but your alter ego. In our experience, this worked great for some couples and 
less great for others, so just give it a think before signing up. It is also possible to sign up with 
your partner in two separate couples and get together for the romance in the game. 
After the end of the interval, we will let the registered players know whether they got a spot. We 
as the organizers will pick the participants who get in. We will base this primarily on a 
randomized selection, but we will also use our judgement to make sure the game works well 
with the final player makeup. 
 
We primarily want the first international run to be for people who cannot play the Czech runs. If 
you are Czech or Slovak, you will automatically be given the lowest priority in the signup 
(meaning if there are more spaces than players, we’ll put you on the waiting list and if the first 
interval doesn’t fill with non-Czech speakers, we’ll first do another interval). The exception is if a 
Czech or Slovak signs up with a player of another nationality - but please do not use this as a 
‘hack’ to get into the game by grabbing a random foreigner. Having an alter-ego you’re happy 
with is super important and we promise there will be more Czech runs. 
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Payment 
After you sign up, we will ask you to pay for the game - but you will have a few weeks to make 
the payment. For foreign payments, we use TransferWise; any other forms of payment have 
prohibitively high fees (over 10 E per transfer), so please use this one. If you have a problem 
with this form of payment, please contact us. If we do not get the payment in time, we will offer 
your spot to people on the waiting list.  

Cancellation fees 
Once you’ve paid, the cancellation fee will always be 10% of the price (because of admin costs). 
If you have to cancel less than a month before the event, the cancellation fee will be 100% of 
the price. If we find a replacement player, we will ask them for a voluntary contribution and give 
you anything they pay, up to 90% of the price.  
In case of cancellations, we always go to registered waiting list players first. It is therefore not 
possible to just sell your ticket to someone else. Even if you find a replacement for yourself on 
your own, you need to agree on it with us. 

Workshops and programme 
The game itself has 4 hours and takes place on Saturday afternoon. It is preceded by 
workshops, starting at 20:00 on Thursday and continuing throughout Friday and Saturday 
morning. In the workshops, the players will learn to dance and express themselves through 
blues and they will also create a character and content for the game. It is not possible to play 
the game without attending the workshops and the workshops are a major part of the whole 
experience. After the game, there will be a short reflection followed by a party. Sunday is 
reserved for packing up and leaving. 
As you can see below, the programme will be busy and we will have workshops on the first 
evening already, so please come rested and ready to engage.  
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Weekend programme 

Thu: 18:30 - 
19:30 

Dinner 

20:00 - 22:30 Intro + Noir workshops 

Fri: 8:00 Just me and Blues (optional workshop) 

9:00 - 10:00 Breakfast 

10:00 - 12:30 Blues + movement workshops 

12:30 - 13:15 Lunch 

13:15 - 17:05 Co-creation and dance expression workshops 

16:40 - 17:05 Snacks 

17:05 - 19:30 Co-creation workshops 

19:30 - 21:00 Dinner 

21:00 - 21:15 Soul train miniworkshop 

21:15 - 24:00 Party (optional) 

Sat: 8:00 4 faces of Blues (optional workshop) 

9:00 - 10:00 Breakfast 

10:00 - 13:00 Blues and roleplaying workshop + pre-game prep 

13:00 - 15:00 Lunch 

15:00 - 19:00 Game 

19:00 - 20:00 Dinner 

20:00 - 21:00 Reflection 

22:00 - ... After-party 
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Accessibility 
Blues is generally a slower dance and doesn’t need to contain any super physically demanding 
moves and figures. However, it is relatively contact-heavy (holding hands and loose embrace 
are the universal basic; tighter embraces are also an optional thing). It also requires some 
mobility and flexibility. If you’re not sure this is for you, write to us at valley@tempusludi.cz and 
we’ll talk about it. However, in any case, please be ready for a very busy weekend with lots of 
stuff to do and not many breaks! 
The mood of the game will in many places be quite dark and work with a general theme of 
hopelessness and powerlessness. When creating your character, you will have control over all 
of its content and you will be able to make sure it’s comfortable for you. We can also promise 
you there will be no sexism, racism, sexual violence or homophobia in the game - we simply 
don’t want those in our setting.  
 

Violence and intimacy 
All physical confrontation will be played in a contactless manner in our game; both in the 
dramatic and in the dancing mode of play. In the dramatic scenes, physical conflict will build up 
slowly, with eye contact and slowly walking to your opponent, and the actual violence will be 
played by rhythmical gestures (clapping, stomping). 
In the dance scenes, conflict will be expressed through dance battles, which is a mechanic 
(scientifically proven as super fun) that we will teach you during the workshops. 
Intimacy in the dramatic scenes will be quite low-key and end at the level of hugging and 
holding hands. In the danced scenes, intimacy will be expressed through dance, but we will 
never go beyond the level of a tight hug. 

Safety 
We have a number of safety mechanisms which will be used throughout the weekend - in the 
workshops and in the game. 
In case of an emergency (intense discomfort, injuries, accidents), saying “Red stop” stops the 
whole game or the whole situation at that moment. The person who said it can then ask for help 
or leave (and ideally talk to the organizers), depending on the situation. 
There will also be a mechanism to de-escalate the game or situation in your immediate vicinity, 
both verbally and non-verbally. 
We will go through these mechanisms in detail during the workshops and there will be space to 
try them. 
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Costumes and equipment 
In general, you should be able to pack light. We will ask you to bring a costume in the style of 
noir – meaning more or less the 1920s-1940s, in darker colours. You can look at our Pinterest 
or the photos from the last run for inspiration. 
On Friday, there will be a pre-game blues party and we think it would be great if you could style 
up for that too - so having two versions of the costume would be good. However, we would also 
like to note that this is not a hyperrealistic, historically correct game, and if you choose to go 
with a little black dress or black trousers and white shirt, that’s all right - the most important thing 
is that your costume is comfortable to dance in. 
 
Otherwise, you’ll need comfortable clothes for the workshops, dance shoes (any flat shoes that 
slide well), and ideally also some comfy shoes or slippers to change into. We also recommend 
you to bring some pillows or blankets to sit and chill on, and if you’re signing up for the basic 
package, you’ll need towels. 
It’s also a weekend with lots of moving, so a water bottle, high energy snacks and other stuff to 
keep you happy (like if you use a brace or tape) are a good thing to keep in mind too. 
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Rules in the Valley 
#OhFreedom 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=veiJLhXdwn8  
 
While staying with us in the Valley of Shadows , we will ask you to please follow these rules: 

1. Be on time. The programme is very busy and we need YOU! 
2. Do not drink alcohol during the workshops or the game. Alcohol is only ok during the 

Friday jam party and the Saturday afterparty (and even then, please be sensible). 
3. Pay attention, wait for others and do not disturb them. In the co-creative workshops, we 

will guide you through the character creation with some detail. It’s ok if you end up not 
needing some of them; our way is not the only one that works, but it is one that works for 
most people. If it feels to slow for you, please be patient and respect the fact that other 
players might need this pace or this level of detail. 

4. If you don’t understand anything, have a problem or feel upset, come to us. We always 
have some team members free and it’s best to deal with issues when they arise. 

5. Only yes means yes. In the workshops, you will often be creating in a couple or in 
groups of four. Always make sure everyone is ok with what you came up with before 
proceeding. Silence is not agreement. 

6. If you don’t like something that’s being created for you, say so. You are responsible for 
the content of your game. 

7. Nothing is set in stone. If you create something and it stops working later on, change it. 
Just make sure everyone who’s concerned is on board. 

8. Although noir and the setting of the game are often connected with dark or sensitive 
content, some of them don’t play a role in our game. Because of the gender setup of the 
game, we will not be working with any sexism or homophobia and we also don’t want 
any racism or sexual violence. Please do not use any such content in your co-creation. 

9. Respect others’ personal space. The event works with dancing and there will be physical 
contact. However, if anybody communicates to you that they do not want some form or 
level of physical contact, please respect it. 

10. In general, if someone tells you they’d like you to stop doing something to them or that 
they dislike something, do not see it as a personal attack, but instead as a sign of trust 
and an opportunity to calibrate your interaction with another player. We’re all different 
people playing and creating together, and saying no is an essential part of that. 

11. Any physical violence is unacceptable. The game’s violence mechanics are contactless. 
Please avoid even light pushing and such - what’s light for you might hurt someone else. 

12. Don’t move the furniture in the rooms; it would make the hotel sad. If you really need 
some of it moved for some reason, please tell us. 

13. Don’t bring food into the ballroom. It’s ok to have an apple or a biscuit there, as long as 
you clean up after, but please do not bring in the big meals.  
 

http://valley.tempusludi.cz/en/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=veiJLhXdwn8

